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by Cecil Y. Lang
The invitation to speak at this symposium specified that whatever I
said had to be scholarly, and it implied, without quite specifying, that I was
to be original, profound, elegant, ana witty as well. It also said-quite
definitely-that I was to be allotted 30 minutes, and this limitation of time
was the only part of the assignment that gave me pause. Then my problem
suddenly solved itself, and I was ashamed at not having perceived the solution
before. Clearly, no one can say anything in 30 minutes. Clearly, the number
was a typographical error and my allotment was 300 minutes. It was then
that I chose as my subject "Romantic Chemistry" and promised a talk on
Goethe, Shelley, Stendhal, Emily Bronte, Rossetti, Swinburne, Mallarme,
Wagner, Debussy, and D.H. Lawrence, all considered against a background of
Genesis, Plato, the Pauline Epistles, Dante, and Milton.
Romantic Chemistry (the phrase is my own) is a kind of scion (in the
horticultural sense) of Romantic Love, which is said to have originated, or at
least to have acquired its characteristic contours, in eleventh-century
Provence. Its history is vertiginously complicated, and even in 300 minutes I
could not begin to represent it adequately.
Nonetheless, I want to begin with Adam and Eve, and I use Milton's
paraphrase in Paradise Lost (VIII. 494-9) because it is such an improvement
on the corresponding verses in Genesis. "I now see," said Adam, speaking of
the creation of Eve,
I now see
Bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh, my self
Before me; Woman is her name, of Man
Extracted; for this cause he shall forgo
Father and mother, and to his wife adhere;
And they shall be one flesh, one heart, one soul.
A little later on in Book VIII, Adam, like a prurient adolescent (as in a sense
he is), asks how angels make love, and Raphael replies that angels have it even
better than human beings. He explains (rather too clinically) that angels find
no obstacle
Of membrane, joint, or limb, exclusive bars;
Easier than air with air, if spirits embrace,
Total they mix, union of pure with pure
Desiring; nor restrained conveyance need
As flesh to mix with flesh, or soul with soul.
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But one of these passages refers to conjugal, not to romantic, love, and the
other is a heavy-handed joke. Neither is relevant to romantic love, because
neither allows for the distinction which is the kernel of the romantic
conception, the separation of sense and spirit. The Pauline doctrine of agape,
with its rejection of amor or eros, and the Platonic conceptions set forth in
The Republic, Phaedrus, and Symposium are more to the point, because both
are dualistic, as is that of Dante. All dualistic conceptions of love are a quest
for unity. The difference between love as we see it in romantic writers
beginning in the late eighteenth century and what had gone before is simply
this: Earlier, body had always been subordinate to soul, or, if they were seen
in some way as equal, soul was more equal. Fielding, in his essay "On Love"
prefacing Book 6 of Tom Jones, notes that Love is commonly understood as
"the desire of satisfying a voracious appetite with a certain quantity of
delicate white human flesh." He emphatically rejects this definition, calling it
"hunger," and like a neo-classical, squirearchal, demotic Dante, writes not a
Divine but a Secular Comedy, and his protagonist achieves a vision not of
Beatitude but of Wisdom-Tom Jones, moving from Inferno through
Purgatory to the Paradise of union with Sophia, in London.
In romantic love, sense and spirit, body and soul, necessarily unite:
each requires the other. Shelley, in his essay "On Love," says: "if we feel, we
would that another's nerves should vibrate to our own, that the beams of
their eyes should kindle at once, that lips of motionless ice should not reply
to lips quivering and burning with the heart's best blood. This is Love."
(David Lee Clark, Shelley's Prose, Albuquerque, 1954. p. 170). Shelley
emphatically accepts this definition and like a high romantic, hieratic
Plutonian Petrarch writes a poem, "Alastor," in which the protagonist rejects
the sensual fulfillment offered him by the Arab maiden and, failing utterly in
his quest, dies in the Caucasus-"No sense, no motion, no divinity." (This is a
partial, though not a simplistic or reductive reading of a complex poem.)
I turn now to Goethe's short novel-or novella-Elective Affinities,
published in 1809-a year after the first part of Faust and a decade or so after
Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship. He intended it, apparently, to be inserted
in Wilhelm Meister's Travels (which was not finished till 1829), but it outgrew
those limits, both in size and complexity. Though too long for a digression in a
larger work, it is in itself not immense-only about 300 pages long-but it is
very complex indeed. It seems clear that it had a biographical origin. When
Goethe was 57 years old, he married Christiane Vulpius, with whom he had
already lived for eighteen years and who had borne him five children. About a
year later he met and fell in love with an eighteen year old girl named Minna
Herzlieb (which must be the aptest name for this sort of thing in all literary
history, ranking with, but not after, L'iI Abner's Appassionata von Climax
and James Bond's Pussy Galore). The story reflects this conflict in Goethe's
mind between marriage and passion. The title is the German rendering of a
Latin work on chemistry by a Swedish physicist, Bergmann-De aUrac-
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tionibus electivis. (The German is Die Wahlverwandschaften, which was
purely a technical term in chemistry.) In Stendhal's Le Rouge et Ie Nair
(1831) it is the title of Chapter 7, where Madame de Renal and Julien Sorel
begin to fall in love, and here it is already denuded of chemical connotations,
being used solely for its emotive value. In 1809, however, we are told, it was
comparable to a novel today with the title of The Principle of Verifiability or
E=MC2. (R.J. Hollingdale, Penguin edition, p. 13).
Goethe's plot, as such, is not complex. Reduced to the simplest terms
possible, it goes like this. A middle-aged man and woman, Eduard and
Charlotte (both of whom had been married before) finally seem to realize
their dearest wish in marrying each other. They discover odd, opposing
incompatibilities, both of habit and temperament, but seem able to rise above
them. At Eduard's insistence, an old friend, the Captain, comes for a visit,
and then Charlotte brings home from school her young niece, Ottilie.
Predictably, the wife and the Captain fall in love and also of course the
husband and the niece. The first two renounce each other; the other two,
Eduard and Ottilie, die of love for each other (and perhaps of starvation as
well). This sounds unendurably commonplace, if not actually silly, though in
truth it is neither silly nor commonplace. On the contrary, it is profound,
original, sophisticated, moving, disturbing, perplexing, a little boring here and
there, and it is overburdened to the breaking point with philosophy and
symbolism.
The title, Elective Affinities, is explained and elaborated in Chapter 4,
and it is necessary to look at this closely in order to see exactly what it
means. The phrase seems to suggest that romantic love can be reduced to a
chemical equation or at least has its origin in mutual chemical attraction of
some sort. Yet nothing could have been further from the author's intention.
Goethe used the phrase to exemplify the ineffable, ineluctable, inexplicable,
irrational-possibly, supernatural-aspect of human relationships. As the
Captain puts it (Penguin, 52-3): "Those natures which, when they meet,
quickly lay hold on and mutually affect one another we call affined. This
affinity is sufficiently striking in the case of alkalis and acids which, although
they are mutually antithetical, and perhaps precisely because they are so,
most decidedly seek and embrace one another, modify one another, and
together form a new substance."
At this point, Charlotte draws a human analogy. More talk and more
personal applications that ought to be personally embarassing but aren't, and
then a fourth chemical component is introduced and we have this (Penguin,
55): "Four entities, previously joined together in two pairs, are brought into
contact, abandon their previous union, and join together afresh. In this
relinquishment and seizing, in this fleeing and seeking, one really can believe
one is witnessing a higher determination; one credits such entities with a
species of will and choice, and regards the technical term 'elective affinities'
as entirely justified." Charlotte, asking for an illustration, is told that
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examples are useless (Penguin, 56): "One has to have these entities before
one's eyes, and see how, although they appear to be lifeless, they are in fact
perpetually ready to spring into activity; one has to watch sympathetically
how they seek one another out, attract, seize, destroy, devour, consume one
another, and then emerge again from this most intimate union in renewed,
novel and unexpected shape: it is only then that one credits them with an
eternal life, yes, with possessing mind and reason, because our own minds
seem scarcely adequate to observing them properly and our understanding
scarcely sufficient to comprehend them."
All this is, of course, a perfect paradigm of the relationships of the
novel, but I am concerned only with the "elective affinity" of Eduard and
Ottilie. As I have already remarked, they die of love for each other, of the
impossibility of consummating or fulfilling their love: they can live neither
with it nor without it. Eduard, we are told (Penguin, 286), "had never felt
anything to compare with the sense of well-being he felt when he and she
were together, a sensation she too still retained; she too could not forsake this
blissful feeling which had become for them both a necessity. They exerted, as
before, an indescribable, almost magical attraction upon one another. They
lived beneath one roof, but even when they were not actually thinking about
one another, when they were involved with other things, driven hither and
thither by society, they still drew closer together. If they found themselves in
the same room, it was not long before they were standing or sitting
side-by-side. Only the closest proximity to one another could make them
tranquil and calm of mind, but then they were altogether tranquil, and this
proximity was sufficient: no glance, no word, no gesture, no touch was
needed, but only this pure togetherness. Then they were not two people, they
were one person, one in unreflecting perfect well-being, contented with
themselves and with the universe. Indeed, if one of them had been imprisoned
at the far end of the holise, the other would gradually and without any
conscious intention have moved across in that direction. Life was an enigma
to them whose solution they could discover only with one another."
Ottilie wills her own death-she literally starves herself to death-and
Eduard says to her on her deathbed (Penguin, 293): "Shall I never hear your
voice again? Will you never return to this life with a word for me? Very well!
I shall follow you across: there we shall speak together in another tongue!"
Eduard carries on in a kind of living death-for an undefined length of
time (Penguin, 298-9): "He lived on unheeding, he seemed to have no more
tears to be shed, to be incapable of further grief. His participation in social
life, his enjoyment of food and drink decline with every passing day ... drink
seems to be repugnant to him and he seems to be deliberately abstaining from
food and speech." Eventually, he succeeds in willing his own death (probably
hastened by starvation), and he is buried beside Ottilie (no one else to be in
the vault with them). "And thus the lovers lie side by side," the novel
concludes. "Peace hovers about their abode, smiling angelic figures (with
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whom too they have affinity) look down upon them from the vault above,
and what a happy moment it will be when one day they awaken again
together." (Chemistry, we see, has not been forgotten even in the last
sentence.) Like two chemical components uniting, Eduard and Ottilie joined
and became something different: "They were not two people, they were one
person, one in unreflecting, perfect, well-being, contented with themselves
and with the universe."
Goethe's influence on English literature has been pervasive, profound,
and enduring, and it has been well documented, but the influence is generally
supposed to be-and the documentation certainly is-limited pretty severely
to three works, The SO"OWS of Young Werther (I774), Wilhelm Meister's
Apprenticeship (I796; translated by Carlyle in 1824), and the first part of
Faust (I 808). And these three works have nothing at all to do with the
specific subject I am concerned with. I want to suggest-I cannot say
demonstrate; I wish I could-that in the early nineteenth century the
vocabulary of romantic love in English poetry sometimes became quite
different from anything it had ever been before and that it owes this
transformation to Goethe's Elective Affinities. This new vocabulary is what I
call "Romantic Chemistry," and I think it entered English in the poetry of
Shelley.
There is no proof that Shelley ever read Elective Affinities. Alfred
North Whitehead said that if he "had been born a hundred years later the
twentieth century would have seen a Newton among chemists," and it
requires no fantastic leaps of imagination to suppose that he would have been
attracted by Goethe's title. We know that he translated large portions of Faust,
that he included Goethe in his "ideal library," that he heard Captain Kennedy
read some Goethe in 1814, and so on and on. Not very much more and not
very interesting and not at all significant. Of Byron and Goethe, on the other
hand, we know a great deal. There is an excellent book on the subject by
E.M. Butler in which, along with much else, we learn that he had read about
Elective Affinities in Madame de Stael's De l'Allemagne in 1813 and that he
had read the very work in a French translation.
I am concerned primarily with two of Shelley's best-known works,
Prometheus Unbound (I820) and "Epipsychidion" (1821). In the earlier
poem, Panthea narrates a dream-vision of her union with Prometheus. I think
there is nothing like it in English poetry before this time, and it seems to me
significant that in "Alastor," four years earlier, in a remarkably similar
context, Shelley's diction and description had been conventional by
comparison. Prometheus appears to Panthea in her dream, and then, in
Shelleyan language that defies paraphrase, his spirit (apparently) addresses
her. She lifts her eyes upon him, and from his eyes "love steamed forth like a
vaporous fire." Their literal union-she becomes him and he .becomes her-is
then rendered in the imagery and vocabulary of chemistry. Love, she says
(ILL75-86),
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Steamed forth like a vaporous fire; an atmosphere
Which wrapped me in its all-dissolving power,
As the warm ether of the morning sun
Wraps ere it drinks some cloud of wandering dew.
I saw not, heard not, moved not, only felt
His presence flow and mingle thro' my blood
Till it became his life and his grew mine,
And I was thus absorbed until it past,
And like the vapours when the sun sinks down,
Gathering again in drops upon the pines,
And tremulous as they, in the deep night
My being was condensed ....
"Till it became his life and his grew mine." This becomes even more explicit
in "Epipsychidion," when the poet says to the Lady (1.52): "I am not thine,
I am a part of thee." And this swells to the apocalyptic climax of the poem
(11.565-587):
Our breath shall intermix, our bosoms bound,
And our veins beat together; and our lips
With other eloquence than words, eclipse
The soul that burns between them, and the wells
Which boil under our being's inmost cells,
The fountains of our deepest life, shall be
Confused in Passion's golden purity,
As mountain-springs under the morning sun.
We shall become the same, we shall be one
Spirit within two frames, oh! wherefore two?
One passion in twin-hearts, which grows and grew,
Till like two meteors of expanding flame,
Those spheres instinct with it become the same,
Touch, mingle, are transfigured; ever still
Burning, yet ever inconsumable; ...
One hope within two wills, one will beneath
Two overshadowing minds, one life, one death,
One Heaven, one Hell, one immortality,
And one annihilation.
This great passage reads like a versified distillation of Wuthering
Heights. Yet though no one can affirm, absolutely, that Emily Bronte had
read either Shelley or Elective Affinities, probability is as fixed as certainty is
elusive, and I don't think any reader of Emily Bronte's poems would doubt
her knowledge of Shelley's. The most Shelleyan of them all, as it is the
greatest and the most famous (it was read at Emily Dickinson's funeral four
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decades after it was written) is the one beginning "No coward soul is mine,"
written nearly two years before the publication of Wuthering Heights, to
which, as many have noted, it bears so remarkable a resemblance. Initially,
she seems to be saying one thing when she is in fact saying its opposite:
No coward soul is mine
No trembler in the world's storm-troubled sphere
I see Heaven's glories shine
And Faith shines equal arming me from fear
But these glories and this Faith are not quite the orthodoxies they seem. God
is the deity within, and it is identified with Life:
o God within my breast
Almighty ever-present Deity
Life, that in me hast rest
As I Undying Life, have power in Thee ...
With wIde-embracing love
Thy spirit animates eternal years
Pervades and broods above,
Changes, sustains, dissolves, creates and rears [.]
Though Earth and moon were gone
And suns and universes ceased to be
And thou wert left alone
Every existence would exist in thee
There is not room for Death
Nor atom that his might could render void
Since thou art Being and Breath
And what thou art may never be destroyed.
Furthermore, in the midst of this maelst~om of hypothesis, conjecture,
supposition, and intuition, we can discern one clear, undeniable fact: in 1839
in one of those stories that the Brontes seemed to have used as a kind of
safety valve for their fantasies, one called "Caroline Vernon," Charlotte
Bronte introduces a direct quotation from Shelley's Prometheus Unbound in
a context that establishes her easy familiarity with that poem at least.
As for Emily Bronte's knowledge of Elective Affinities, conjecture is
even more tenuous, though several writers have called attention to similarities
that amount to a startling coincidence if not influence. And we also know
that a long article on Goethe, including a detailed summary of Elective
Affinities, appeared in Blackwood's Magazine (of which the Brontes were
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always avid readers) in February, 1839.
So much for background. In Chapter 9 of Wuthering Heights, in a
famous and pivotal passage, Catherine Earnshaw confesses to Nelly Dean her
intention of marrying Edgar Linton (thereby in a sense betraying Heathcliff).
She had dreamed that she was in heaven, weeping, like the Blessed Damozel,
for her earthly lover, whereupon the angels flung her out and she awoke
"sobbing for joy." She is aware that she belongs to Linton no more than to
heaven, and she knows it because-the imagery of the book reverberates the
explicit statement-because she and Heathcliff are one single being. She loves
him, she says, "not because he's handsome, Nelly, but because he's more
myself than I am. Whatever our souls are made of, his and mine are the
same ....;' Heathcliff, you recall, overheard her earlier words but left before
these were spoken; nor did he hear the continuation: "I cannot express it; but
surely you and everybody have a notion that there is, or should be an
existence of yours beyond you. What were the use of creation if I were
entirely contained here? My great miseries in this world have been
Heathcliff's miseries, and I watched and felt each from the beginning; my
great thought in living is himself. If all else perished, and he remained, I
should still continue to be; and if all else remained, and he were annihilated,
the Universe would turn to a mighty stranger. I should not seem a part of it.
My love for Linton is like the foliage in the woods. Time will change it, I'm
well aware, as winter changes the trees-my love for Heathcliff resembles the
eternal rocks beneath-a source of little visible delight, but necessary. Nelly, I
am Heathcliff-he's always, always in my mind-not as a pleasure, any more
than I am always a pleasure to myself-but. as my own being ..."
The novel resounds with these affirmations. When Cathy, willing her
own demise, rises from her deathbed to go to the window, she leans out in
the frosty air, sees (what is invisible to others) the lights at Wuthering
Heights, and actually communicates telepathically with Heathcliff. "If I dare
you now," she says, "will you venture. If you do, 111 keep you. I'll not lie
there [in the grave] by myself. They may bury me twelve feet deep and
throw the church down over me; but I won't rest till you are with me ... I
never will."
"She paused, and resumed with a strange smile. 'He's
considering he'd rather I'd come to him! Find a way, then! not through
that Kirkyard You are slow! Be content, you always followed me!' "
But nothing in the novel is mo.re resonant than the final scene between
Cathy and Heathcliff, just before her death: "I have not broken your heart,"
he tells her, "you have broken it-and in breaking it, you have broken
mine"-clearly meaning that her heart within her body is his heart, which he
echoes in saying then: "Oh, God! would you like to live with your soul in the
grave?" And then he echoes it once more in a plangent climactic paradox that
is a poem in itself. " 'It is hard to forgive, and to look at those eyes, and feel
those wasted hands,' he answered. 'Kiss me again; and don't let me see your
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eyes! I forgive what you have done to me. I love my murderer-but yours!
How can I?' " She has murdered him and to that extent he forgives her, but
she has also murdered herself and for that he has no forgiveness.
Before moving on to my final major exhibit, I want to call
attention-without discussion-to Rossetti's poem "The Blessed Damozel"
(1850), which shows two lovers, one ten years in heaven sti11longing for her
earthbound lover, the other lying on earth and, in some way, communicating
with her across interstellar space. The current, and fashionable, reading of this
poem explains this communication as the fevered imaginings of the earthly
lover, but this view surely-in my opinion-misses the point, perverts the
meaning, which is that the lovers are in fact a unity of spirit and sense
temporarily severed and that the earthly lover does in fact feel her hair fall
about his face, hear her words and steps, see her smile and hear her tears. It
takes a severe sense of scholarship to resist finding an influence on the poem
of Wuthering Heights, but alas, it is certain not only that Rossetti had not
read the novel when he wrote the poem but also that he first read it several
years after his poem was published.
My final exhibit is Swinburne's great lyric narrative, Tristram of
Lyonesse, published in 1882. I think it is a great poem-a very great poem,
indeed-and the most unjustly neglected and underappreciated good poem in
the nineteenth century. I am not concerned now with the unfolding of the
story, which, with a couple of exceptions, has much in common with
Wagner's opera (l865)-Wagner has no Palamede and no Iseult of the White
Hands. Though the opera was not performed as a whole in England until
1882, a fortnight or so before the poem was published, Swinburne knew a
good deal about Wagner, had heard a fair amount of his music, including parts
of Tristan, and had read the libretto of Tristan in a French translation. And
he wrote several poems on Wagner.
After a wonderful "Prelude," Swinburne's poem, like the opera, opens
on board ship, Tristram bringing Iseult of Ireland to Tintagel, in Cornwall, to
be the bride of King Mark. Before the potion is quaffed, Tristram,
accompanying himself on his harp, sings a song about love that may be
described as agnostic or skeptical: he does not know what love is, or
understand it, though he is reverent and humble before it. Iseult tells him that
these riddles are too difficult for her and that she had "heard men sing of love
a simpler way." Tristram replies with a second song, counterpointing the first,
which, though it is far from simplifying the matter, virtually transforms Iseult
from a child into a woman. This song, if the first can be called agnostic, is
best described as gnostic: It knows what love is and defines it as an elective
affinity. I quote the first two and last two of the six stanzas:
The breath between my lips of lips not mine,
Like spirit in sense that makes sure sense divine,
Is as life in them from the living sky
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That entering fills my heart with blood of thine
And thee with me, while day shall live and die.
Thy soul is shed unto me with thy breath,
And in my heart each heartbeat of thee saith
How in thy life the lifesprings of me lie,
Even one life to be gathered of one death
In me and thee, though day may live and die ...
I see my soul within thine eyes, and hear
My spirit in all thy pulses thrill with fear,
And in my lips the passion of thee sigh,
And music of me made in mine own ear;
Am I not thou while day shall live and die?
Art thou not I as I thy love am thou?
So let all things pass from us; we are now,
For all that was and will be, who knows why?
And all that is and is not, who knows how?
Who knows? God knows why day should live and die.
Iseult hears and muses:
For that sweet wonder of the twain made one
And each one twain, incorporate sun with sun,
Star with star molten, soul with soul imbued,
And all the soul's work, all their multitude,
Made one thought and one vision and one song.
Love-this thing, this, laid hand on her so strong
She could not choose but yearn till she should see.
They drink the potion, and then, with a stunning variation of a line from the
Paolo-Francesca episode in the Inferno (a line which in itself associates their
love with that of Lancelot and Guinevere) Swinburne tells us
Their Galahaut was the cup, and she that mixed;
Nor other hand there needed, nor sweet speech
To lure their lips together; each on each
Hung with strange eyes and hovered as a bird
Wounded, and each mouth trembled for a word;
Their heads neared, and their hands were drawn in one,
And they saw dark, though still the unsunken sun
Far through fine rain shot fire into the south;
And their four lips became one burning mouth.
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Iseult and Mark are wed in the marriage that is no marriage, Palamede takes
her away, Tristram rescues her, and they linger two or three months in a
forest glade, their Liebesnacht celebrated in erotic poetry surpassed-if it is
surpassed-only by Wagner's music and ending with
Her lips for love's sake bade love's will be done.
And all the sea lay subject to the sun.
In the subsequent episodes Tristram wanders abroad, meets Iseult of Brittany
and weds her in a marriage that is no marriage. Meanwhile, the other Iseult
waits at Tintagel, and waits and waits: and then, in a long, despairing
soliloquy, rises to this climax of yearning fOf'Tristram:
God, God, give him back!
For now indeed how should we live in twain or die?
I am he indeed, thou knowest, and he is I.
Not man and woman several as we were,
But one thing with one life and death to bear.
If I had much more time and much more competence, I should like tQ
try to extend this investigation to include some French symbolist poetry and
the music· of Wagner and Debussy. Nothing could be more to the point here
than the first act of The Valkyrie, when Siegmund and Sieglinde recognize
first their affinity and then their literal consanguinity. "Though I first saw
you today," she says, "I've set eyes on you before." "A dream of love comes
to my mind as well," he replies: "burning with longing I've seen you before."
She sees her likeness in him, he his in her, and then, like Adam naming Eve,
he takes his very name from hers, as she calls him Siegmund. Fortunately, it is
more compelling in German than in English, and with the music it
becomes-for this listener, at least-prostrating.
As does also Mallarme's lovely and willfully obscure poem L 'Apres-midi
d'un faun (1876), which was infused with Debussy's music in 1894 (and with
Nijinsky's choreography in 1912 became the supreme ballet). Of its meaning I
think two claims may be ventured: it celebrates the apotheosis of desire, and
the faun's "crime" consists of having put asunder what the gods had joined
together (though I doubt if the idea has ever, before or since, been invoked in
so perverse a context). Debussy also wrote a musical setting of "The Blessed
Damozel" and, even more significantly, began a piece based on Rossetti's
"Willowwood" sonnets-"an important work," he said, "and written in the
light of my latest discoveries in musical chemistry." (Edward Lockspeiser,
Debussy: His Life and Works, London and New York, 1963, p. 62).
And since I have to conclude somewhere, I think I would-as I will-
terminate with D.H. Lawrence's Unrhyming Poems, which shape this
investigation into a perfect circle, a journey from myth to its denial, from ode
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to palinode:
And yet all the while you are you. you are not me.
And I am I, I am never you. ('"Wedlock," vi)
She touches me as if I were herself, her own,
She has not realised yet, that fearful thing, that
I am the other,
she thinks we are all of one piece.
It is painfully untrue ....
. . . we shall be two and distinct, we shall have
each our separate being
And that will be pure existence, real liberty.
Till then, we are confused, a mixture, unresolved,
unextricated one from the other.
It is in pure, unutterable resolvedness, distinction
of being, that one is free,
Not in mixing, merging, not in similarity.
("Manifesto," vii)
And so there they remain, all these lovers-Eduard and Ottilie, Shelley's
poet and Lady, Cathy and Heathcliff, the Blessed Damoze1 and her
earthbound lover, Tristram and Iseult:
Stuprate, they rend each other when they kiss;
The pieces kiss again, no end to this.
(Ransom, "The Equilibrists," 11.47-8)
Enmeshed in multitudinous unity, engulfed in an agnostic agony, they
never cease their efforts to transcend in some way the limitations of mortal
existence, they despair of the human condition, and they welcome death as
a release from a life that stain's the white radiance of oblivion:
Peace they have that none may gain who live,
And rest about them that no love can give,
And over them, while life and death shall be,
The light and sound and darkness of the sea~
(Swinburne, Tristram ofLyonesse,conc1uding lines)
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